The auditory periphery of the ferret. II: The spectral transformations of the external ear and their implications for sound localization.
In the previous paper the directional response characteristics of the ferret auditory periphery were examined. In this study further measurements of the spectral transfer functions (STFs) of the auditory periphery were obtained at locations close to the tympanic membrane. There was considerable variation in the STFs recorded from different animals and between recordings made at each end of the auditory canal in the same animal. However, calculation of the so called "location dependency function" demonstrated that changes in the location of the stimulus produced the same pattern of changes in the STFs in all recordings. Changes in the spectral transformation for azimuth locations in the ipsilateral auditory field were examined by calculating the horizon STF. The gain transformations of frequencies below 20 kHz were found to be asymmetrical about the interaural axis so that maximum gain was obtained for anterior stimulus locations. In contrast, the maximum gain for frequencies above 20 kHz was obtained for stimulus locations about the interaural axis, and movement of the stimulus location into either the anterior or posterior fields produced symmetrical reductions in gain. These changes were related to the directional properties of the periphery examined in the previous paper [S. Carlile, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 88, 2180-2195 (1990)]. The spatial resolution of the monaural information provided by the peripheral STFs is dependent on the rate of change of the transformations as a function of azimuthal displacement of the stimulus location. This was examined by calculating the unsigned first spatial derivative for each frequency in the horizon STF.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)